What can I do at home?

- Learn and do a magic trick
- Create and write a secret language
- Call an older relative & have them tell you a story from their childhood
- Make a paper airplane
- Build a fort and have a read-a-loud party inside
- Draw a catalog of the things you would sell if you had your own shop
- Create an encyclopedia of imaginary animals
- Memorize a poem and then recite it
- Learn Morse Code and use with your siblings through the walls or table
- Start a Nature Journal
- Write a thank you letter and mail it to your teacher
- Dissect a flower and draw what you see
- Design a flag that describes everything about you. Hang it on your wall
- Using string and tape, design a device that can open a cabinet door
- Measure the rooms in your house and draw a map of your house
- Learn to tie a sailors knot
- Find random things in your house and make your own musical instrument
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